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About This Game
The coup has finally come!
After the disastrous rule of the previous Emperor, the Imperial army have placed you, a distant relative with no training, on the
throne. With rebellions, religious insurgency, widespread famine, and a rapidly dwindling treasury, time is not on your side.
Over the course of one year you must decide how best to spend your time, training your skills to enable you to make the right
decisions to restore the once great Empire of the Setting Sun to its former glory, or condemn it and you to the dustbin of history.
In this Imperial Simulator/RPG/Visual Novel you can:
•Play as one of Two Major Characters with sometimes dramatic variations in story for each
•Make choices that have more than just a binary good/evil effect on the story
•Explore the Deserts of Maraiyum to Uncover Secrets that Alter the Plot
•Die over and over again
•Receive one of nearly 100 titles characterizing the success (or lack thereof) of your regime.
•Discover over 118 Endings, some available only with your death…
•Unlock costumes, actions, and locations available for future replays.
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maraiyum rise of the setting sun walkthrough. maraiyum rise of the setting sun
This is a solid game, its what you expect out of a plant growth game. Overall, it is a simple concept and honestly, the game is a
little too easy. It could also use more levels with different challenges, like maybe including the effects of fire or growing plants
in different environments outside of a garden. The science geek inside of me loves the concept, it just seems like more time
could have gone into creating more replayability and more of a challenge. That being said, I enjoyed my time playing the game,
and would continue to play if any updates were to be released.. Incredible game, I am really curious how this will continue with
the war now over, I can't wait for Lords of Infinity, My regards to Cataphrak. Great game, do not buy through steam, they don't
allow you too access the system files and so you can't add content. Much needed. Waste of money here.. It certainly is cute and
colorful, but a tutorial would be helpful. Finally a funny little party game easy usable and open for any mobile user.
My friends and me often had the problems that we cannot play curtain games because their restricted to current mobile
platforms mostly Adnroid or IOS.
And now we have a good game that we quickly play together.
What even greater is this game has an AI so you can play alone while having none of your friends around.
What can I say about the Minigames:
A few one are copys to and not new in this world but thats not much of problem.
They are all fun.
Graphics and music are good and enjoyable while playing and some of the achievements are hard to get.
I wish this game a great early access and development and hope for nice updates in the future.
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Despite the nice art style the game feels empty with no hints and slow. you need a tutorial for this game cuz it doesnt have a
straight up gameplay, sorry, not recommended. Extriimli guud... definitli mai best geim. Great game, I learned lots! GF time,
hope I don't die! OwO. The advert video shows quite well what "quality" this game has.
- only setting available is fullscreen\/window mode
- in window mode, all menus are in Russian
I remember creating better stuff in my first year of software engineering in school. Maybe I should upload this crap for
0,99\u20ac as well.. mission cant be accomplished by kids... and this is a game for kids. The good:
+ Artwork.....
......
......
...aaaand that's about it?
+ I suppose fighting system is OK too.
The bad:
- THE WRITING!!! It's awful. It actually sounds like a very badly written fanfic or sth. Yes. It's that bad. Very cliche too.
This is preventing me from continuing this game. Perhaps I shouldnt've played Portal before this...the dialogue expectations are
too high! HELP!
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